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Abstract

The temperature in the voice-coil of a loudspeaker is an important variable in the sense of protec-
tion against failure. In order to estimate the temperature in the voice-coil an adaptive filter has
been used. The adaptive filter utilises a system identification setup. The impulse response of the
loudspeaker is estimated and the impedance of the loudspeaker can therefore be derived. This is
performed while the loudspeaker is under normal use, that is, with music as input. A curve fitting
is performed on the impedance derived from the adaptive filter. This is done in order to describe
the loudspeaker with its linear parameters. The relationship between the DC-resistance of the
loudspeaker voice-coil and temperature is well-known. Therefore the temperature can be derived
when the impedance is known. The accuracy of the system described in this thesis is not good
enough for correctly estimating the temperature but this is believed to be measurement errors.
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Glossary of symbols

B Magnetic flux density in driver air gap
l Length of voice-coil conductor in magnetic field B
i Instantaneous current
Re DC coil resistance
Le Coil inductance
Cmes Electrical capacitance due to driver mass, including the air load
Lces Electrical inductance due to the suspension compliance
Res Electrical resistance due to driver suspension losses
T Temperature in !C
Re(T ) DC coil resistance as a function of temperature
T0 Ambient temperature
Re(T0) DC coil resistance Re at temperature T0

! Thermal coe!cient, 4.33 · 10"3 K"1 for Cu.
Z Impedance
" Frequency in rad/s
j Imaginary unit,

!
"1

Sd Surface area of the diaphragm
fs Resonance frequency of mechanical system
Qes Ratio of voice-coil DC resistance to reflected motional reactance at fs

Cas Acoustic compliance due to the suspension compliance
Mas Acoustic mass of driver diaphragm, including the air load and voice-coil mass
# Gain
$ Time constant
A(s) Admittance = 1/impedance
u Input applied to the adaptive filter
y Output from the adaptive filter
d Desired response
e Estimation error e = d " y
µ Step-size
IIR Infinite Impulse Response
FIR Finite Impulse Response
LMS Least Mean Square
NLMS Normalised Least Mean Square
ŵ[n] Tap-weight vector (coe!cients for FIR filter) at time n
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1 Introduction

The moving coil loudspeaker has been around
for hundred years now, and still it is based on
the same physical principles. Improvements has
been made mostly in the materials used. Other
types of loudspeakers has been developed, such
as the electrostatic loudspeaker, piezoelectric
loudspeaker and the ribbon loudspeaker. But
still the moving coil loudspeaker is the most
commonly used loudspeaker. The fidelity of the
moving coil loudspeaker is good for a wide fre-
quency range. The electrostatic and piezoelec-
tric loudspeakers are limited to higher frequen-
cies, due to high mechanical impedance for the
piezoelectric loudspeaker and high polarisation
voltage for the electrostatic speaker.

The e!ciency for the moving coil loudspeaker is
surprisingly low, around 5% of the energy that
is put into a moving coil loudspeaker is trans-
formed into sound, the rest is transformed into
heat.

The focus of this thesis is on the moving coil
direct-radiator loudspeaker, hereafter only re-
ferred to as the loudspeaker.

1.1 Purpose

Due to the low e!ciency of the loudspeaker,
where 95% of the energy delivered to the loud-
speaker is turned into heat it is important to be
aware of the temperature inside the loudspeaker.
The main source of the heat is the voice-coil.
The other source is eddy currents in the magnet
structure.

In other words, to achieve high sound pressure
levels the loudspeaker needs to be inputted with
high power, which therefore results in an in-
crease of the temperature. A high input also re-
sults in a large displacement of the loudspeaker
membrane, which then can result in a mechani-
cal damage.

Therefore it is important to consider the tem-
perature of the voice-coil for the purpose of pro-
tection.

Other e"ects of the temperature change in the
voice-coil is thermal compression, which will be
explained briefly in section 1.4.

1.2 The loudspeaker

The moving coil loudspeaker consists of a mov-
ing coil inside a static magnetic field, where the
coil is connected to a membrane. A current in
the coil produces a magnetic field around the
wire which will move the coil. This is described
by King [1].



















Figure 1: General purpose loudspeaker. Not to
scale.

Figure 1 shows a general purpose loudspeaker.
With the aid of figure 2 the force applied on the
coil can be predicted. The flux path is shown in
figure 3. The force on the coil produces a motion
that is transformed to the cone and thereafter
the air.







Figure 2: Force due to magnetic flux and DC-
current.














  



Figure 3: DC flux flow shows resulting force.

The instantaneous force F has the value

F = Bl · i (1)
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where B is the magnetic flux density and l is the
length of the voice-coil in the magnetic field and
i is the instantaneous current. The current i can
be held fixed but the magnetic flux B and the
length l in the magnetic field will vary whenever
some portion of the coil is outside the magnetic
field B. This is one of the many nonlinearities
in loudspeaker modelling.

The axial length of the coil is a design choice,
but the advantages of using a coil that has a
length greater than the axial magnetic gap is
discussed by King [1] and this is still today the
preferred choice.

1.3 Modelling

The loudspeaker behaviour can be modelled dif-
ferently depending on what kind of information
is desired. The two popular models are the elec-
tromechanical model and the thermal model.

The thermal behaviour can somewhat be ex-
tracted from the electromechanical model and
the temperatures from the thermal model can
provide useful information into the electrome-
chanical model. In other words, the two models
complement each other.

1.3.1 Electromechanical modelling

The electromechanical model is described by
Thiele [2, 3] and Small [4, 5, 6] which has re-
sulted in the today well-known Thiele-Small pa-
rameters. Some important restrictions must be
mentioned first:

• The model is linear.

• It is valid in the piston range which means
that the wavelength of sound is longer than
the circumference of the driver diaphragm.

• To be practical to use it is simplified to
a lumped parameters model, which means
that several parameters are lumped to-
gether to behave as one.

The importance of the first item cannot be
stressed enough, since the loudspeaker has a
nonlinear behaviour even at a small displace-
ment of the diaphragm.

The complete electromechanical model de-
scribed in [2] and in [4] is simplified to the elec-
trical equivalent circuit in figure 4.

Loudspeaker +

Loudspeaker -

LeLe

LcesLces ResRes

ReRe

CmesCmes

Figure 4: Simplified electrical equivalent loud-
speaker model.

The lumped parameters in figure 4 describes the
electrical behaviour in the simplest manner.

The parameter Re is the DC coil resis-
tance, which according Behler [7] is the only
temperature-dependant part and therefore more
correctly should be expressed as Re(T ), that is,
as a function of temperature. This parameter is
directly related to the temperature according to

Re(T ) = Re(T0)(1 + !(T " T0)) (2)

where ! = 4.33·10"3 K"1 for copper. The linear
relationship of Re as a function of temperature
can be seen in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Model parameter Re as a function of
increasing temperature

An increase in temperature by 50!C results in
an increase in Re by approximatly 1#.

The parameter Le is the coil inductance. This
is a very simple lumped parameter, and vari-
ous attempts has been made to correctly model
the behaviour at high frequencies. Vanderkooy
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[8] suggests that the impedance has a behaviour
given by

Z = K
!

j" (3)

where the constant K is the semi-inductance in
semihenrys.

Wright [9] suggests an empirically derived
model, where the impedance is given by the ex-
pression

Z = Kr"
Xr + jKi"

Xi (4)

where the subscripts r and i stand for Real and
Imaginary parts. The method of finding the
constants Kr, Xr, Ki and Xi is based on two
di"erent measurements of the impedance at two
high frequencies. This results in a frequency-
dependant resistor and a frequency-dependant
inductor in series,

Rem = Kr"
Xr (5)

and
Lem = Ki"

Xi"1. (6)

Leach [10] proposes another model, where a
frequency-dependant inductor and a frequency-
dependant resistor in parallel with values

Rp =
K"n

cos(n%/2)
(7)

and

Lp =
K"n"1

sin(n%/2)
(8)

gives the desired behaviour. The values of the
constants K and n are found using curve fitting
methods on a measured impedance.

Wu [11] compares three di"erent models with
measurements and claims that the model by
Wright is the most accurate one.

The simple lossless inductor Le in series with
Re seems to be all too inadequate to model the
high-frequency behaviour but for this thesis it is
used. The frequency response at high frequen-
cies is of little importance in the method de-
scribed later, and therefore the simple inductor
is used.

Cmes is the electrical equivalent capacitance due
to to the mass of the driver diaphragm assembly,
including the air load and the mass of the voice-
coil.

Lces is the electrical equivalent inductance due
to the suspension compliance. Compliance is
equal to the reciprocal of sti"ness.

Res is the electrical equivalent resistance due to
driver suspension losses.

The three parameters Cmes, Lces and Res are
all derived from the complete electromechan-
ical model. The conversion from mechani-
cal/acoustical to electrical equivalent is per-
formed using S2

d (the squared surface area of
the diaphragm) and (Bl)2. This is described in
Small [4]. This means that the three parame-
ters are linear whenever Bl is constant, but as
described in section 1.2 it can vary, and there-
fore all parameters must be regarded as linear
only at a small displacement. This also means
that at large displacements all parameters will
be nonlinear and change as a function of dis-
placement.

The theoretical impedance from the model in
figure 4 can be described in the s-plane as

Z(s) = Re + sLe+
"

1

sLces
+ sCmes +

1

Res

#

"1

(9)

Eq 9 has the form

Z(s) =
s3a1 + s2a2 + sa3 + a4

s2b1 + sb2 + b3
(10)

where ai and bi are di"erent constants. This is
important to realise, because solving equation
10 yields that there is more zeros than poles.

Using equation 9 with the substitution s = j"
and using some typical values for the di"er-
ent parameters yields the theoretical impedance
shown in figure 6. This is a typical (theoretical)
response for a woofer type loudspeaker.

The parameter Re is frequency-independent and
is therefore responsible for the general o"set.
The parameters Cmes, Lces and Res are respon-
sible for the resonance peak at frequency fs. At
that frequency the values of Cmes and Lces can-
cel each other and the magnitude of the peak is
determined by Re +Res. The rise in impedance
at high frequencies is due to Le.

A method for finding the parameters from an
impedance plot is described in [4].

1.3.2 Thermal modelling

The other popular way of estimating the tem-
perature in the loudspeaker is by using a ther-
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Figure 6: Theoretical typical impedance of
woofer loudspeaker.

mal model. This is based on the thermal be-
haviour of the loudspeaker, seen as a lumped
component. The main ideas are presented here,
only as an orientation on the subject, since the
rest of this thesis is based on the electromechan-
ical model described in section 1.3.1.

One model is developed by Henricksen [12]. The
model is based on the heat transfer mechanism
generally in the form

Td = QR (11)

where Td is the temperature drop across the el-
ement, Q is the heat power passing through the
element and R is the thermal resistance of the
element.

The heat stored in a thermal element is ex-
pressed as

dE = cmdT (12)

where E is the thermal energy stored, c is the
specific heat of element, m is the mass of the
element and dT is the temperature change of
element.

Henricksens model is improved by Chapman
[13].This model is then used in a complete ther-
mal protection system described in a paper by
Chapman [14].

The model described by Chapman is slightly dif-
ferent from the model by Henricksen. The im-
provement is in the way the temperature of the
magnet is calculated. Chapman accounts for the
presence of the voice-coil, which Henricksen does
not.

Another model is described by Blasizzo [15]

where the power dissipated by eddy currents in
the pole piece is taken into account.

Klippel [16] has done some extensive work in
nonlinear modelling. The model is depending
on the displacement x of the diaphragm in order
to nonlinearly model the heat flow.

The purpose of the above described models are
to accurately estimate the temperature at dif-
ferent places inside the loudspeaker. In order to
do so, an estimate of the power delivered into
the loudspeaker needs to be calculated.

1.4 Thermal compression

Button [17] investigates the sources of thermal
compression. When Re increases, Button de-
scribes that three e"ects take place:

• The electrical Qes rises, decreasing elec-
tromechanical damping.

• The half-space e!ciency decreases, reduc-
ing expected output.

• The impedance rises and voltage sensitivity
will decrease.

The combination of the above items is called
thermal compression. These are of course un-
wanted side e"ects. The Thiele-Small parame-
ter Qes is defined as the ratio of voice-coil DC
resistance to reflected motional reactance at fs,
or expressed with the electromechanical para-
meters,

Qes = 2%fsCmesRe. (13)

As Re increases Qes will increase. The other
two items in the list of the sources of thermal
compression can be explained simply by that an
increasing Re at a constant voltage will result
in a lower current through the loudspeaker, re-
sulting in a lower acoustic output.

1.5 Resonance frequency

The resonance frequency fs will shift to a lower
frequency when a large input signal is applied
to the loudspeaker. This will be shown from
measurements in section 4.6.
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The resonance frequency fs is defined as

fs =
1

2%

$

1

CasMas
(14)

where Cas is the acoustic compliance and Mas is
the acoustic mass (electric equivalent is Lces and
Cmes). When the loudspeaker is excited with a
large input signal the displacement is large. One
possible explanation to the shift of resonance
frequency is that large displacement of the di-
aphragm increases the compliance. Remember
that compliance is the reciprocal of sti"ness. If
Cas is increased then by equation 14 the reso-
nance frequency fs will decrease.

2 Adaptive parameter esti-

mation

A di"erent approach of estimating the temper-
ature is hereby presented. Since the parame-
ters of the loudspeaker model described in sec-
tion 1.3.1 changes when the loudspeaker is used
there is a need for a real-time update of the esti-
mation of the parameters. The parameter that
changes most dramatically is Re due to the in-
crease of temperature in the voice-coil. But the
compliance Lces also changes when the whole
loudspeaker heats up. The rubber surroundings
softens due to mechanical fatigue and therefore
the compliance increases, contributing to the
resonance frequency shift described in section
1.5.

The magnetic flux B also changes with increas-
ing temperature. Button [17] reports a 10% loss
in magnetic flux for a neodymium magnet at a
temperature change of # 100!C.

Remember that the conversion from acoustical
to electrical parameters includes (Bl)2. This
means that all the linear parameters, Cmes, Lces

and Res, changes with increasing temperature.

The idea behind adaptive parameter estimation
is to continuously measure voltage and current
and calculate the impedance. The calculation
of the impedance is done by using an adap-
tive filter to identify the loudspeaker impulse
response. The impulse response is then used
to calculate the frequency response, and there-
after a curve fit is performed on the estimated
impedance. The curve fit is performed by mod-
ifying the model parameters until they fit the

measured impedance. This results in an estima-
tion of all the linear parameters.

This is a relatively new way of estimating the
loudspeaker model parameters. A paper pre-
sented by Pedersen [18] basically describes the
same approach of finding the parameter values.
The results found in this report overlaps the re-
sults by Pedersen.

3 Measurements

In order to estimate the parameters some vari-
ables need to be measured. The only practical
variables to measure are the instantaneous cur-
rent i and the instantaneous voltage v over the
loudspeaker. To verify the estimated tempera-
ture the actual temperature inside the voice-coil
is measured. The hardware setup for the mea-
surements is shown in figure 7.

The generated signal is fed through a class-AB
power amplifier and into a loudspeaker mounted
on a ba$e. The voltage and current is measured
and recorded into a computer. The actual tem-
perature is recorded into the same computer.

3.1 Recording and sampling

A standard MOTU1 896HD soundcard is used
to record the voltage and the current. In order
to do so, some electronics was built to scale the
levels. The sampling frequency used is 44.1 kHz
and the bit-depth is 24 bit. The recordings are
done directly into Matlab2 using the open source
extension pa wavplay3.

3.2 Electronics

The gain #0 of the power amplifier in figure 7
is di"erent from di"erent manufacturers, but it
can be 20-40 dB for a professional power ampli-
fier. Using

GdB = 20 log10

"

v1

v0

#

(15)

which can be rewritten as

v1 = v0 · 10
GdB
20 (16)

1http://www.motu.com
2http://www.mathworks.com
3http://sourceforge.net/projects/pa-wavplay/
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Figure 7: Hardware setup for measurements.

it can be seen that an input voltage v0 of 1 Vrms

and a gain of 26 dB will generate an output volt-
age of approximately 20V. If the loudspeaker is
rated at 4#, the approximate current will be
5A. In order to use a standard soundcard as a
recording device the signal needs to be attenu-
ated. The input of a soundcard typically han-
dles a maximum of a couple of volts.

3.2.1 Voltage measurement

The simple circuit shown in figure 8 was built
to be able to record the voltage directly into a
soundcard.

The circuit consists of a voltage divider with the
two resistors R1 and R2. The voltage between
the two resistors is calculated as

vdiv = vsp
5, 9k

590k + 5, 9k
= vsp

1

101
(17)

where vsp is the voltage over the speaker and
vdiv is the voltage between the two resistors and
k is kilo=103. The two resistors have a tolerance
of 1%.

This results in a voltage output that is a factor
101 lower than the voltage over the loudspeaker.
The voltage is fed into an OP-amplifier (OPera-
tional amplifier) connected as a voltage follower,
with a gain of one. This is used for separating
the loudspeaker from the soundcard.

3.2.2 Current measurement

The circuit in figure 9 was built to measure cur-
rent. Resistor R7 is connected as a shunt in
series with the loudspeaker, so that the current
can be measured.

The value of R7 is known, and when current

flows through it the voltage drop can be mea-
sured and the current can be calculated.

The OP-amplifier is connected as a di"erential
amplifier and has a gain of one.

Some restrictions on R7 are worth mentioning;

• The value has to be low enough not to raise
the total impedance too much.

• The resistor has to be able to withstand the
high current through the loudspeaker.

The first item is no problem, since the known
resistance can be subtracted from the calculated
impedance.

The second item is more important. A high
current will eventually lead to a relatively high
power dissipation in the resistor. If the resistor
gets warm it will change its resistance according
to equation 2 with the proper value of !.

To minimise the e"ect of heating, R7 is actually
an array of ten equal power-resistors connected
in parallel to result in an Requivalent = R7 =
0.190#. The array is mounted so that each re-
sistor have approximately 1 cm to its neighbour.
A standard air-fan was put in front of the array
to ensure proper airflow.

The current is therefore calculated as

isp =
vout

0.190
(18)

where vout is the voltage output from the OP-
amplifier and isp is the current through the loud-
speaker.

This is the second design for the current mea-
surement circuit. The first design su"ered
from an Requivalent that just barely handled the
power developed and therefore increased in tem-
perature. This resulted in measurements where
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Figure 8: Electronics for measuring the voltage over the loudspeaker.
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Figure 9: Electronics for measuring the current through the loudspeaker.

both the model parameter Re and shunt resistor
R7 changed with increasing temperature. This
made one week of measurements useless.

3.2.3 Calibration

A gain calibration procedure was performed to
find the unknown gains #1 and #2 in figure 7.
This is necessary in order to work with the cor-
rect units of voltage and ampere in the process-
ing described later. The problem can be simpli-
fied down to figure 10.

A calibration signal consisting of a sinusoid at
1kHz is fed to the input of the soundcard. The
voltage a in RMS is measured with a digital
multimeter. The recorded signal b has an RMS

! 

Figure 10: Determination of unknown gain #.

value that is calculated on N samples x as

brms =

%

&

&

'

1

N

N
(

i=1

x2
i . (19)

The gain # is then found by calculating

# =
brms

arms
. (20)
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3.3 Temperature measurement

The actual temperature inside the voice-coil was
measured using a custom made Peerless woofer
loudspeaker fabricated by Tymphany4. The
woofer has a type J thermocouple wounded into
the voice-coil and another type J thermocou-
ple mounted directly onto the magnet to moni-
tor the temperatures. Both thermocouples were
connected to an Agilent5 34970A Data Acquisi-
tion Switch Unit. This allowed the temperature
to be monitored at specified intervals. For this
thesis a sampling period of one second was used.

3.3.1 Thermocouple theory

A thermocouple sensing element (as described
in Bentley [19]) consists of two di"erent metals
A and B joint together in a junction. Between
the two metals there is a voltage di"erence that
is called the junction potential. The junction
potential is depending on the temperature T [!C]
at the junction and has a nonlinear behaviour
approximated by the polynomial

EAB
T =

N
(

n=1

anT n (21)

where the coe!cients an is di"erent depending
on the two metals A and B. The choice for N de-
pends on how accurate the nonlinearity should
be approximated.

Di"erent types of thermocouples exist, the ones
used in this thesis is the type K and type J. The
type K consists of the two alloys Chromel and
Alumel and has a range of 0 to +1000 !C. The
type J consists of Iron and the alloy Constan-
tan and has a range of -20 to +700 !C. Both
thermocouples have a tolerance of ±1.5!C.

The two thermocouples have voltage values E
shown in figure 11.

3.3.2 Verification of type

The custom made woofer was manufactured
some ten years ago and unfortunately the doc-
umentation has been lost. Since there were two
thermocouples of the same type used and the

4http://www.tymphany.com
5http://www.home.agilent.com
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Figure 11: Thermocouple sensitivity.

one on the magnet was easily accessible it was
removed for a verification of device type.

In order to verify that the thermocouple is a
type J, a calibration device6 was used to pro-
duce two di"erent fixed temperatures. The de-
vice was set to a temperature of 60!C and after a
while it was manually changed to 70!C. The cal-
ibration device has an error less than 1!C. The
temperature in the calibration device was read
both on the display of the device and also mea-
sured with a type K thermocouple. The type
K thermocouple was a green/white (IEC stan-
dard) thermocouple and it was also connected
to the data acquisition unit. The two di"erent
temperatures are shown in figure 12.
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Figure 12: Verification of thermocouple types,
utilising a special device with two di!erent
known temperatures.

The figure shows that both thermocouples fol-

6A box that delivers a precise adjustable known tem-
perature in a small metallic hole.
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low each other and closely matches the correct
temperatures of 60!C and 70!C.

The two thermocouples used in the woofer are
therefore verified as to be of type J.

3.3.3 Step response

The step response of the type J thermocouple
(and also at the same time the type K ther-
mocouple) was investigated by simply increas-
ing the temperature from room-temperature to
a higher temperature by placing it between two
fingers. Figure 13 shows the rise and performing
a simple analysis on the figure reveals that the
time constant7 for the thermocouple is $ # 1s.
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Figure 13: Step response of type J and type K
thermocouples.

This means that the time constant for the ther-
mocouple used is much shorter than the short-
est time constant in the loudspeaker used in
this thesis. The thermal time constant for that
voice-coil is somewhere around 10s (Chapman
[13]). The thermocouple is therefore fast enough
not to influence the measurements of the loud-
speaker temperature.

4 Processing of measure-

ments

The measurements described in section 3 are all
processed and analysed in Matlab. The record-
ings of the voltage and the current are done di-

7The time it takes for a system to reach appriximately
63% of its final value when a step is applied.

rectly in Matlab whereas the temperature mea-
surements are exported as a comma-separated
file and manually imported and time synchro-
nised with the voltage and current. A sampling
period of one second was used for the temper-
ature measurements and therefore the synchro-
nisation can o" by a maximum of ±1 s.

The general flow for the Matlab processing is
shown in figure 14.

4.1 Scaling

The gains calculated in section 3.2.3 are used
to scale the measurement to the correct values.
This means that the correct units of V and A
can be used in all calculations. The principles
in equation 17 are used and the correct voltage
is therefore calculated as

vcorrect = 101
vrec1

#1
(22)

where vrec1 is the recorded signal from channel
1.

Similarly equation 18 is used to calculate the
correct current as

icorrect =
1

0.190

vrec2

#2
(23)

where vrec2 is the recorded signal from channel
2.

4.2 Downsampling

For the purpose of identifying four of the five
parameters describing the loudspeaker there is
no need for a full frequency bandwidth using
a samplerate of 44.1kHz. The resonance fre-
quency of a woofer relatively low, usually below
300Hz. The inductance Le is of less importance
and therefore it can be disregarded.

Another reason for downsampling is that the
frequency resolution at low frequencies is in-
creased.

For this purpose a downsampling factor of 20 is
applied. The new sampling-frequency is there-
fore 44100/20=2205 Hz. This is good enough
to accurately describe four of the loudspeaker
parameters. Due to the anti-aliasing filter ap-
plied in the downsampling process the highest
frequencies cannot be trusted, and therefore the
value of Le will be estimated wrongly.
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Figure 14: Flow of processing in Matlab.

4.3 Adaptive filter

In order to identify the loudspeaker system an
adaptive filter is used. The theory about adap-
tive filters is described in details by Haykin [20]
and a brief summary is presented in appendix
A.

Figure 15 shows a system identification adaptive
filter setup. This is used when both the input
and the output can be accessible and the sys-
tem is unknown. From this viewpoint the loud-
speaker behaviour is unknown but it is assumed
to be linear. The linearity assumption will later
show up to be a problem.

The loudspeaker impedance described by equa-
tion 9 can be more conveniently expressed as the
admittance

A(s) =
1

Z(s)
. (24)

The current I(s) can therefore be expressed as

I(s) =
V (s)

Z(s)
= V (s)A(s). (25)

Filtering the voltage V (s) with a filter that has
the same impulse response as A(s) will then re-
sult in the current I(s). This is what the adap-
tive filter does in order to find an estimation of













y[n]

d[n]u[n]

e[n]

 

!

Figure 15: Adaptive filter for estimating the ad-
mittance.

the impulse response of the loudspeaker. The
di"erence between the actual measured current
i, defined as the desired signal, and the adaptive
output y (estimated current) is called the error
e, defined as

e = d " y. (26)

When the error e is small enough the impulse
response of the adaptive filter describes the be-
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haviour of the loudspeaker. The frequency re-
sponse of the adaptive filter is actually the ad-
mittance but that is just the inverse of the
impedance as described in equation 24.

The adaptive filter is implemented in Matlab us-
ing adaptfilt in the Filter Design Toolbox

and for implementation issues the input signal
is divided into non-overlapping blocks, shown in
figure 16. This results in an estimation of the
impulse response at the end of each block. This
is because of the Matlab implementation and in
a sample-by-sample implementation an estima-
tion of the impulse response vector ŵ will be
present at each sample.



    


















Figure 16: Recorded signal divided into blocks,
for easy implementation. An impulse response
is presented at the end of each block.

The length of one block determines how often
an impulse response estimation should be pre-
sented. This is a design choice and di"erent in-
tervals have been used in this thesis. In the
sense of computational speed there is no change
in speed using di"erent blocksizes. This is be-
cause the vector ŵ[n] will in some sense always
be present. The only reason for using a small
blocksize is for further processing, for exam-
ple averaging which will be discussed in section
4.3.3.

Of course a small blocksize has the advantage of
being able to track fast changes, but this is not
the intent in the above discussion.

There exists adaptive filters that are based on an
Infinite Impulse Response filter, IIR, but due to
the very nature of an adaptive filter that changes
its parameters, stability cannot be guaranteed

in an IIR setup. Therefore a Finite Impulse Re-
sponse, FIR, filter is used. The taps, or coe!-
cients, for an FIR filter is the same as its impulse
response.

4.3.1 Filter parameters

Two parameters has to be determined in or-
der to use the adaptive filter. The first is the
number of taps, or the length of the impulse re-
sponse. The second is the step-size µ.

The length of the adaptive filter must be long
enough to completely cover the whole impulse
response. Applying an impulse on equation 9
results in figure 17. The y-axis has been heav-
ily zoomed in order to really emphasise the fact
that the impulse has somewhat died out after
40-50ms.
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Figure 17: Impulse response of loudspeaker
model (linear). Zoomed y-axis.

A filter length of 400 was chosen. With a sam-
plerate of 2205 Hz this results in a filter that is

1
2205 ·400 # 180 ms long, well enough to capture
the whole impulse of the loudspeaker.

To update the taps, or impulse response, the
Normalised Least-Mean Square (NLMS) algo-
rithm is used. The NLMS is described in ap-
pendix A.2. The step-size µ is determined ex-
perimentally. A big step-size means that the
filter becomes unstable and a small step-size
means that the error converges too slowly to
its minimum value. A step-size µ = 0.18 was
chosen.
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4.3.2 Error minimisation

At the end of each block the impulse response
ŵ and the error e is present for further analysis.
A plot over a typical error e, adaptive output y
and desired signal d is shown in figure 18. The
input u is pink noise8 and this is a measurement
of a real loudspeaker.
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Figure 18: Error of adaptive filter, real loud-
speaker with pink noise as input.

Figure 18 shows that the magnitude of the error
is relatively large compared to the desired signal.
A smaller step-size µ would be the first solu-
tion to this but unfortunately it is not that easy.
The solution is to simply accept that the error
does not become smaller. This is explained by
the fact that the adaptive filter is a linear filter
whereas the loudspeaker behaves nonlinear even
at a small displacement. To prove this assump-
tion a circuit was built that consisted of the four
loudspeaker parameters Re, Cmes, Lces and Res

in figure 4. The actual values of these param-
eters are either small or big compared to ”nor-
mal”, and the power consumption also needs to
be taken into account. The inductance Lces was
constructed by using one of the windings in a
quite big power supply transformer. The induc-
tance and the capacitance would have a DC re-
sistance in series also, so the circuit is not ex-
actly as in figure 4. The point here is that this
circuit is linear. The linearity of a big iron-core
coil could of course be discussed, but it will be
more linear than the loudspeaker.

Using the same setup and simply exchanging the

8Pink noise is white noise passed through a filter that
has a -3 dB per octave roll-o!. This is more similar to
music than white noise.

loudspeaker with the linear circuit and applying
(di"erent) pink noise with the same magnitude
results in figure 19.
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Figure 19: Error of adaptive filter, linear circuit
with pink noise as input.

The error is clearly smaller, and therefore the
nonlinear behaviour of the loudspeaker must be
the reason for the remaining error in fig 18.

4.3.3 Impulse response processing

A filter length of 400 was chosen, as described
in 4.3.1. This results in a filter that is approx-
imately 180ms long, compared to the theoreti-
cal impulse response that is approximately 50ms
long. Using white noise at a low level as input
and looking at the impulse response after 30 sec-
onds results in figure 20.
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Figure 20: Impulse response at t=30s, white
noise at low level as input. Note the noisy signal
at the end of the impulse. Zoomed y-axis.
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The signal is very noisy, and the impulse has not
died out at the end. The solution should there-
fore be to use a longer filter, but this is not the
case. The signal at the end should be considered
to be noise. One argument for not considering
it as noise is that a high input level still results
in this type of ringing in the impulse response.
The answer is therefore more likely that it is a
result of the nonlinearities. Remember that the
adaptive filter used is a linear filter and there-
fore cannot adapt to nonlinearities.

In order to get rid of the noise in the impulse
response some processing is performed. First,
the end of the impulse response is faded, to en-
sure that the impulse has died out. Secondly,
a moving average is calculated, to smooth the
response.

To fade the impulse response, a gain curve is
calculated. The impulse is then multiplied with
the gain curve to construct the faded impulse
response. The gain curve is shown in figure 21.
The first 250 samples have a gain of one. The
last 150 samples are the last half of a Hann win-
dow.
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Figure 21: Gain curve for fading the impulse re-
sponse. Fade is constructed with half of a Hann
window and is 150 samples long.

A Hann window is calculated as

v(n) = 0.5
)

1 " cos
)

2%
n

N

**

(27)

where 0 $ n $ N and the length of the window
is L = N + 1. The last window coe!cient v(N)
is always zero. In this way the impulse response
is forced to stop ringing. Multiplying the noisy
impulse response in figure 20 with the gaincurve
in figure 21 results in a faded impulse response

shown in figure 22.
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Figure 22: Faded impulse response, has magni-
tude 0 at last sample. Zoomed y-axis.

In order to further clean the impulse response a
moving average using current and previous im-
pulses is calculated. The number of impulses in
the average is N and the current impulse-vector
is ŵ[n]. The average is calculated as

ŵavg[n] =
1

N

n
(

k=n"(N"1)

ŵi[k] (28)

where i is the row index in the vector ŵ. This
results in a sliding window of length N and an
averaged impulse response vector ŵavg for every
block. An example is shown in figure 23 taken
from an analysis where each block is one second
long and N = 5. Compare figure 23 with fig-
ure 22 which is from the same set of data. The
impulse response is more stable after the aver-
aging.

Of course a smaller blocksize results in more im-
pulse responses which then opens up for more
averaging. A smoother impulse response is bet-
ter, since the frequency response of the im-
pulse response later will be used to calculate the
impedance.

4.4 Curve fitting

The impulse response vector ŵ is the same as
the filter coe!cients. The complex frequency re-
sponse is then calculated and this results in the
admittance. An example of an adaptively esti-
mated impedance is shown in figure 24. Music
is used as input and the curve resembles the one
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Figure 23: Averaged impulse response, slid-
ing window of current+4 previous impulses.
Zoomed y-axis.
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Figure 24: Impedance derived from impulse re-
sponse of adaptive filter. Note the rise in
impedance at f # 1kHz. This is due to the anti-
aliasing filter in the downsampling process.

shown in figure 6. The rise to infinity at 1kHz
is due to the anti-aliasing filter in the downsam-
pling process. This also means that the induc-
tance Le is overestimated and therefore pushed
higher than it actually is. Therefore the values
close to fs/2 must be considered not reliable.
Here fs means samplerate. Also most power
amplifiers have a highpass filter at a frequency
somewhere below 10Hz. The amplifier9 used in
this thesis has a frequency range of 10Hz-20kHz
+0/-0.3dB.

The valid frequency range is therefore set to be
15–600 Hz.

9Crest Audio Vs1500 http://www.crestaudio.com

A curve fitting algorithm is then applied to fit
to the estimated impedance. The algorithm cho-
sen is the Nelder–Mead simplex, described in ap-
pendix B. This is simply implemented in Matlab
using fminsearch which uses the Nelder–Mead
simplex to minimise a function. A function to
be minimised is written, which is called the error
function. The error is defined as

error =
N

(

i=1

(Zi " Ẑi)
2 (29)

where Z is the model impedance calculated with
equation 9 and Ẑ is the adaptively estimated
impedance and i is the frequency bin at which
the impedances is compared. The five parame-
ters in the model impedance Z are then modi-
fied (using fminsearch) until the error is small
enough and then the model is fitted to the adap-
tive estimation. An example is shown in figure
25 which is the same adaptive estimation as in
figure 24.
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Figure 25: Fitted model to adaptive estimation.

In the block-based implementation described
earlier a curve fit is performed at the end of
each block and therefore results in an estima-
tion of the impedance at each block. The five
parameters are used as starting values for the
curve fitting in the next block.

4.5 Temperature calculations

The only temperature-dependant parameter is
Re as described in 1.3.1. Each adaptive estima-
tion of the impedance results in a curve fit which
then results in the five linear loudspeaker pa-
rameters. Using equation 2 for each estimated
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Re results in figure 26. The actual tempera-
ture is also shown. The estimated temperature
(based on the impulse responses from the adap-
tive filter) is lower than the actual temperature
(measured with the thermocouple) and the er-
ror seems to be bigger at higher temperatures.
This will be discussed in section 5.
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Figure 26: Actual and estimated temperatures,
music as source.

Music is used as input and the estimated tem-
perature tracks the big changes in temperature.
The step-like behaviour in the temperature is
simply an increase in volume into the power
amplifier. A visual inspection on the error e
from the adaptive filter yields that the error is
too big during the first five seconds. The tem-
perature is therefore set to the previous known
value. At the beginning of an estimation that
is set to room temperature. There is no point
in doing any further analysis on the impulse
response from the adaptive filter if the error e is
too big.

After the first five seconds the filter is still trying
to minimise the error e, but after 20 seconds the
estimated temperature is correctly estimated as
room temperature.

In order to investigate the temperature rise, a
slowly increasing white noise signal was used to
heat the voice-coil. The input signal can be seen
in figure 27.

The temperature will slowly increase and the
adaptive estimated temperature can be seen in
figure 28. Even though the temperature is esti-
mated correctly at room temperature, the error
becomes bigger the higher the actual tempera-
ture in the voice-coil gets.
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Figure 27: White noise ramp input signal for
slow heating of voice-coil.
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Figure 28: Temperature estimation with white
noise slowly increasing in amplitude.

4.6 Resonance frequency shift

The change in resonance frequency was dis-
cussed in section 1.5. An example from a mea-
surement with music is shown in figure 29. The
figure shows two adaptive estimations with cor-
responding curve fit. The estimations are done
at di"erent times, the first when the input signal
is at a low level and the second when the input
signal is bigger.

The figure clearly shows the increase in Re and
also the shift in resonance frequency. The fig-
ure also shows that it is possibly to track the
changes in the impedance with music as an in-
put.
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Figure 29: Impedance at low level input and a
later high level input. Note the rise in DC-o!set
which is the change in Re and also the shift
downwards in resonance frequency.

5 Analysis and discussion

The figures shown in section 4 summarises the
di"erent measurements results. Di"erent stim-
uli produces similar results. The temperature
di"erence in figure 28 shows that at a known
correct temperature of 58!C the estimated tem-
perature is 45!C. A better accuracy must be
achieved here in order for this method to be
practically usable.

The inaccuracy is probably mostly due to the
current measurement. In the calibration pro-
cess described in section 3.2.3 some measure-
ments were performed on a power-resistor ar-
ray. After calibration, the correct values could
be measured on the known power-resistor ar-
ray. Changing the configuration on the power-
resistor array to a higher (25%) value and then
measuring again would result in a small error in
the measured value. So the current and voltage
measurement devices have an error that propa-
gates through the rest of the system.

The temperature derived in section 4 is lower
than the correct temperature. It starts some-
what at the correct temperature, but when the
temperature rises the error gets bigger. The rea-
son for this error can be many things, some will
be discussed here. The biggest error is prob-
ably in the method of measuring the current.
The voltage measurement is also a factor. The
changes in Re that is to be measured in this the-
sis is in the span of 0-1#. This is small changes
in the resistance and even with a professional

multimeter these small changes can be di!cult
to measure accurately. A calibration error early
in the process will propagate and be quite big at
the end. The method of measuring the current
with a shunt resistor can be tricky if it is badly
designed. This is because the voltage changes
measured over the shunt is small, since a small
value on the shunt resistor must be used.

All parameters are calibrated at room tempera-
ture. When the temperature rises it cannot be
guaranteed that it is only Re that changes. An
increasing current will also heat the shunt resis-
tor R7 and therefore its resistance will change
according to equation 2. The relationship be-
tween Re and temperature has been widely used
and has been verified by others.

The adaptive filter used is a linear filter, whereas
the loudspeaker behaves nonlinear even at a
small displacement. So the error from the adap-
tive filter will always be relatively big. It does
not matter if a di"erent linear adaptive filter
is used, because it will always be a linear fil-
ter. Using averaging somewhat minimises the
error caused by nonlinearities, but it will not
completely remove it. The resulting impedance
estimation is quite stable over time, even with
music as an input.

Using thermal modelling results in a very good
accuracy, Chapman [13] states an error less than
2!C for his thermal model. This type of accu-
racy has not been seen in the adaptive parame-
ter estimation method.

The adaptive filter used here is ideally driven
by a random signal like white noise. Music is
not random and a signal with narrow frequency
spectrum will result in an erroneously impulse
response estimation of the loudspeaker.

In the process of finding the value of Re for
calculating the temperature increase, all linear
loudspeaker parameters are estimated. This is a
bonus as the parameters describe the impedance
of the loudspeaker when music is used as an in-
put. The benefit of knowing the impedance is
for example that compensation for thermal com-
pression can be performed.
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5.1 Verification of results

The linear parameters was measured with a
Klippel Distortion Analyzer10 and this system
delivers a set of both linear and nonlinear pa-
rameters. The linear parameters are presented
after a multi-tone measurement. Since there is
a measurement error in the adaptive estimation
procedure, there is no point in strictly compar-
ing values between the two methods. Still the
adaptive parameters estimated in this thesis are
close to the parameters estimated with the Klip-
pel system. The estimated set of parameters
are also verified in the sense that the resulting
impedance looks normal. A system for estimat-
ing the linear loudspeaker parameters in real-
time does not exist today, and therefore a veri-
fication is di!cult to do.

The temperature estimation is verified by the
measurement done with the thermocouple in the
voice-coil. The correctness of this measurement
system has been discussed in section 3.3.2.

6 Future work

For future work, some items are suggested. In
summary, the current and voltage must be mea-
sured correctly and the use of more complex
adaptive filters needs to be investigated.

• The most important factor for future work
would be a correct measurement system for
accurate measurements of the current and
the voltage.

• Using the simple NLMS adaptive filter has
its advantages, but investigating a more
complex adaptive filter, like the Kalman fil-
ter, would result in the estimation of the
parameters already in the adaptive filter.
This means that the time-consuming curve
fit does not have to be performed.

• The Nelder–Mead simplex method for find-
ing the minimum of a function is known for
its ine!ciency. If a curve fit still has to be
performed there exist more e!cient meth-
ods.

• Expanding the model to include some non-
linear parameters. Those parameters could

10http://www.klippel.de

be modelled relative to displacement x of
the diaphragm and taken from a look-up
table.

• A nonlinear adaptive filter could be used.
The extended Kalman filter is also an op-
tion.

• An implementation in a DSP for realtime
estimation. The above described methods
are all performed o"-line and are somewhat
time-consuming.
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A Adaptive filter theory

The theory behind adaptive filters is described
in details by Haykin[20] and a brief description
will be given here. An adaptive filter can be suc-
cessfully used to track changes in an unknown
system.

The theory presented here is applicable on
discrete-time systems, but in general adaptive
filters can be applied on continuous-time sys-
tems as well.

The unknown system is usually called plant in
the context of adaptive filters. There is four ba-
sic classes of adaptive filters and the one used in
this thesis is the one called Identification. The
adaptive filter is used to estimate a linear model
that in some sense provides the best fit to the
unknown plant. The plant is assumed to be a
linear system. Both plant and adaptive filter is
fed with the same input u and the output from
the plant is called the desired response d. The
output y from the adaptive filter is used to cal-
culate the estimation error e = d" y. Summary
of notation used:

u = input applied to the adaptive filter
y = output from the adaptive filter
d = desired response
e = estimation error e = d " y

The setup for Identification is shown in figure
30. The adaptive filter will try to minimise the
error e by matching the impulse response of the
plant. The method of minimising the error is
a design choice. Two popular methods is de-
scribed in the next section.
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Figure 30: Adaptive filter for identifying a linear
unknown system.

If the plant is slowly changing its parameters

over time then the adaptive filter will track that
change.

A.1 Least Mean Square

The LMS, Least Mean Square, algorithm is a
popular method for implementing an adaptive
filter. Its popularity is mostly due to its sim-
plicity.

The input vector

u[n] =

+

,

,

,

-

u[n]
u[n " 1]

...
u[n " (M " 1)]

.

/

/

/

0

(30)

is the current input and M"1 previous samples,
where M is the length of the filter. The tap-
weight (coe!cients) vector ŵ[n] is of length M
and contains the estimated coe!cients at time
n. Since the filter is an FIR (Finite Impulse
Response) filter, the coe!cients is the same as
the impulse response. If there exists no previous
knowledge about the tap-weights, then

ŵ[0] = 0 (31)

is used.

The output from the filter is

y[n] = ŵH [n]u[n] (32)

where the superscript H denotes Hermitian
transposition. A Hermitian transposition con-
sists of transposition and complex conjugation.
If the input and the tap-weights are real, a sim-
ple transposition is enough. Then equation 32
becomes

y[n] = ŵT [n]u[n]. (33)

The error is defined as the di"erence between
the desired signal and the output from the filter,

e[n] = d[n] " y[n]. (34)

The next estimation of the tap-weights is then

ŵ[n + 1] = ŵ[n] + µu[n]e#[n] (35)

where µ is the step-size and the asterisk % de-
notes complex conjugation. The error e will be
real if the desired and the filter output is real.
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The step-size µ determines the rate of conver-
gence for the filter. A small step-size means that
the filter will converge slowly and a large step-
size will cause the filter to become unstable. In
order to be stable, the step-size is bound to be
within

0 < µ <
2

MSmax
(36)

where Smax is the maximum value of the power
spectral density of the tap inputs u[n] and the
filter length M is moderate to large.

A.2 Normalised Least Mean
Square

When calculating the adjustment for the tap-
weights ŵ[n] in the LMS filter, the adjustment
is directly proportional to the input u[n]. There-
fore, when u[n] contains large values the LMS
filter su"ers from a gradient noise amplification
problem. The Normalised LMS filter overcomes
that problem by using a time-varying step-size
parameter. The structure of a NLMS filter is
exactly the same as for the LMS filter.

The time-varying step-size calculated as

µ =
µ̃

&u[n]&2
(37)

where µ̃ is the adaptation constant and the step-
size is normalised with respect to the squared
Euclidian norm of the input u[n], hence the term
normalised.

The tap weight vector ŵ[n + 1] is therefore cal-
culated as

ŵ[n + 1] = ŵ[n] +
µ̃

&u[n]&2
u[n]e#[n] (38)

in which the similarities with equation 35 is ob-
vious, the di"erence is the normalised step-size.

The gradient noise amplification problem is
solved in the NLMS, but the normalisation in-
troduces a new problem. When the input u[n] is
small, the division by the squared norm &u[n]&2

becomes small and therefore numerical problems
may arise. By introducing a constant & > 0 in
equation 38 this can be solved;

ŵ[n + 1] = ŵ[n] +
µ̃

& + &u[n]&2
u[n]e#[n]. (39)

The adaptation constant µ̃ is bound to be within

0 < µ̃ < 2
E[|u(n)|2]D(n)

E[|e(n)|2]
(40)

where E[|u(n)|2] is the input signal power,
E[|e(n)|2] is the error signal power and D(n) is
the mean square deviation.

A great benefit from using the NLMS over the
LMS is that the rate of convergence is poten-
tially faster for both uncorrelated and correlated
input data.

B Function minimisation

There exist several methods to find the global
minimum of a function. It can be done both
analytically and numerically by the use of gra-
dients. It can also be done without the use of
gradients and is then usually called direct search
methods.

B.1 Nelder–Mead algorithm

If only the function values are present then the
simplex method described by the Nelder–Mead
algorithm can be used. This is a direct search
method that does not rely on gradients.

A simplex is a polytope of N + 1 vertices in
N -space. In two dimensional space it is a trian-
gle and in three dimensional space it is a tetra-
hedron (pyramid). The number of parameters
determines N . At each step of the search the
function value at a new point in the vicinity of
the simplex is calculated. The new point is com-
pared to the function values at the vertices of the
simplex. If the new point has a smaller value
then it is used to replace one of the vertices to
form a new simplex. If not, a new point is tested.
If the di"erence between the values at the ver-
tices is small then the simplex is shrunken. The
search continues until the size of the simplex is
smaller than the tolerance specified.

As for all general purpose methods the simplex
can get stuck in a local minimum. To handle
this problem the simplex can be restarted at the
current best value.
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